Abstract-In this study, an algorithm to optimize the power allocation by minimizing the transmission completion time in energy harvesting wireless relay networks is proposed. The algorithm considers the energy harvesting relay which uses Decode-and-Forward (DF) mode and assumes that the data packets sizes and the harvested energy amounts have been got before the data transmission begins. According to the queue lengths of data and harvested energy, the algorithm optimizes the power policy of the source and relay by minimizing the time that all data is transmitted limited by the causality constraints of data and harvested energy. Finally, the power output capability of each node is considered. Simulation results verify that the proposed algorithm can minimize the transmission completion time of the data transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication systems, energy harvesting technology can continuously harvest energy from the surrounding environment, which greatly extends the life cycle of equipment [1] - [3] and improves the performance of wireless networks. In addition, relay technology extends the coverage of wireless networks and ensures the communication quality of cell-edge users. Therefore, the study on the resource allocation problem in energy harvesting wireless relay networks is very significant.
A lot of research efforts have been done on the power allocation problem for energy harvesting wireless networks. In [4] , the authors assumed that the source can utilize conventional energy and harvested energy, and harvested energy spends less than conventional energy. The problem of the total energy cost minimization was solved by the theory of linear programming limited by a minimum capacity constraint and the causality constraints of harvested energy. In [5] , the problem of throughput maximization was studied by the theory of dynamic programming in a two-node energy harvesting wireless network. In [6] , the authors assumed that both the source and destination are energy harvesting nodes. The system goes into sleep mode to harvest and store energy for some time, and goes into active mode to flow energy and communicate between the source and destination for the other time. The optimal proportion factor and power allocation are obtained by maximizing the throughput. But in [4] - [6] , there was always enough data to send, without considering the case that data packets gradually arrive in the process of the data transmission. In [7] , the cases that all data is in the queue before the data transmission and data packets gradually arrive in the process of the data transmission were considered. The optimal power allocation algorithm was presented and proved by minimizing the time that all data is transmitted limited by the causality constraints of data and harvested energy. However, the above papers don't consider relay technology. In [8] - [10] , the problems about the fullduplex and half-duplex relay networks were studied. But energy harvesting technology isn't considered. In [11] , the authors assumed that the source and relay are both energy harvesting nodes, and obtained the joint power allocation of the two nodes over time by maximizing the throughput, without considering the case that data packets gradually arrive in the process of the data transmission. In this paper, a power allocation algorithm with considering the case that data packets gradually arrive in the process of the data transmission is proposed. In the network, the source and relay are both energy harvesting nodes, and the data packets sizes and the harvested energy amounts of each timeslot have been got before the transmission starts. The source equips with an infinite capacity data buffer and battery. The DF relay just equips with a battery that has infinite capacity. Meanwhile, the relay can't store data, i.e., it needs to send the received data within the next timeslot. The proposed algorithm jointly optimizes the power allocation of the two nodes, and then considers the power output capability of each node. First, the transmission completion time lower bound with unlimited available energy in the relay and that with unlimited available energy in the source are obtained. Then, the power allocation policy of the two nodes within the transmission completion time lower bound is obtained. Finally, the power allocation policy in the last timeslot of the data transmission is respectively discussed from the source harvesting energy constraint and the relay harvesting energy constraint. This paper has the following structure. In Section II, we present the system model, and formulate the problem. In Section III, we put forward the power allocation algorithm to solve related problem. In Section IV, the power output capability of each node is considered. Section V gives simulation results. Finally, Section VI gives the related conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The classic three-node wireless network where the source and relay are both energy harvesting nodes is considered as shown in Fig. 1 The network works in a full-duplex mode, and the data transmission timeslots of the two nodes are shown in Fig.   2 , where we assume that the minimum transmission completion time T corresponds to the ( t / h )-T  timeslot and L denotes the timeslot that the last data packet arrives at the source. Then, in the 1st timeslot, data is sent from the source to the relay; in the 2nd timeslot, the relay sends the data received in the 1st timeslot, meanwhile, data is also sent from the source to the relay; until the last timeslot of the data transmission, the relay sends the data received in the last timeslot to the destination, i.e., except the first and last timeslots of the data transmission, the source and relay work simultaneously. Moreover, the relay can't store data, i.e., the relay needs to send the received data within the next timeslot.
First, in the h -t i timeslot, assuming that the source works with power ()
S
Pi and rate () S Ri , and then cumulative energy consumption is denoted as:
The amounts of the data sent before the h -t i timeslot are
Then, in the ( th 1)-i  timeslot, the relay works with power ( 1)
R
Pi  and rate ( 1) R Ri  based on the "random binning" technique [12] , and cumulative energy consumption is denoted as:
The amounts of the data sent before the ( th
Hence, under the criterion of transmission completion time minimization, we can formulate the problem as:
where / MT   represents the timeslot corresponding to time T , and M may be non-integer value; the first three constraints represent the causality constraints of data and harvested energy; the 4-th constraint represents the data forwarded by the relay in the next timeslot cannot beyond the data sent by the source; the 5-th constraint represents in the -th M timeslot all data must be transmitted to the destination; the last two constraints denote that power must be non-negative. Note that the data rate of the source cannot exceed the capacity of the source, i.e., ( 1) ( 1) log 1
for the relay.
III. PROPOSED POWER ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
Since the relay needs to send the received data within the next timeslot, system is reliable only if
( 1) ( ( 1)) log 1
In the process of the optimal power allocation, equation (6) must take the equal sign, i.e., the source sends data at the maximum transmission rate can be sent, otherwise T is not the minimum transmission completion time. If ( ) ( 1)( ) 
 , the data sent by the source in one timeslot can't reach the capacity of the relay in the next timeslot, so some energy is wasted at the relay, and we can reduce ( 1)
S sr R rd P i h P i h  are always valid except the last timeslot of the data transmission. The last timeslot will be discussed later. Then, the constraints of ()
S Ri and ( 1)
R Pi  can be transformed into the constraints of ()
S
Pi. Hence, we firstly discuss the case without considering the causality constraints of the data of the source, and the causality constraints of the relay harvesting energy.
From [7] , in order to get the optimal power allocation within M timeslots of the source, the problem, in which just the causality constraints of the source harvesting energy is considered, can be transformed into the minimum slope problem within M timeslots of the cumulative distribution function curve of harvested energy, as shown in Fig. 3 . Assuming that 4 M  , the step-shaped curve represents the cumulative distribution function curve of harvested energy, and the other curves represent the cumulative distribution function curve of energy consumption. In Fig.  3 (a), we search from 0 =1 i , the slope of the minimum slope curve that connects the coordinate origin with the cumulative distribution function curve of harvested energy is 1 p , so the optimal power within the four timeslots is 1 p . In Fig. 3 (b), we search from 0 =1 i , the slope of the minimum slope curve is 2 p , so the optimal power within the first three timeslots is 2 p . Then, we search from 1 4 i  , the slope of the minimum slope curve is 3 p , so the optimal power within the last timeslot is 3 p . Similarly, if the three causality constraints are considered simultaneously, we can transform the optimal power allocation problem within M timeslots into the minimum slope problem of three cumulative distribution function curves, two of which are obtained by substituting ( ) ( 1)( )
into the second and third causality constraints of (5) . Then the optimal allocation strategy must satisfy (7) and (8), and the strategy that satisfies (7) and (8) must also the optimal allocation strategy, the corresponding proof is given in Appendix. 
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is defined as the n-th allocated power change point of the source and relay, meanwhile, it is the n-th change point of the minimum slope in Fig. 3 , and 0 0 i  ; -t T  is the time to send all data from the source to the relay, and its value will be discussed later. Therefore, the optimal policy in
is as follows:
We assume that S m denotes the timeslot that the last harvested energy arrives at the source and R m denotes that timeslot at the relay, and
. Equation (7) can't be used if the exact T value isn't known, so, the transmission completion time lower bound n S T to transmit all data for the source-relay link with unlimited available energy in the relay, and the transmission completion time lower bound n R T to transmit all data for the relay-destination link with unlimited available energy in the source are obtained, separately.
First, assuming that the relay has unlimited available energy at the beginning of the data transmission, and the optimal power of the source has been allocated to the -1 ( 1, 2 ...) th -n in  ， timeslot. So, the relay can send the received data within the next timeslot, i.e., the relay harvesting energy is no limit to the optimal power allocation of the source. If 
Then, if 
Similarly, assuming that the source has unlimited available energy at the beginning of the data transmission, so no matter how much data arrives at the source in one timeslot, it can be sent to the relay immediately in the next timeslot, i.e., the source harvesting energy is no limit to the power allocation of the relay. According to the above discussion, it is easy to obtain n j and 
Afterwards, we equally allocate the harvested energy 
Similarly, we equally allocate the harvested energy because the causality constraints of data or harvested energy are violated. Such the optimal power allocation of the source is n p . This procedure will be repeated until all data are delivered.
1) (
We give an illustration of the algorithm for the source as shown in Fig. 4 . Assuming that the process of power allocation has reached the 1 ( 1, 2,...) th -n in   timeslot, and we don't consider the causality constraints of the data of the source, and the causality constraints of the relay harvesting energy, because the constraints of () In the optimal power allocation strategy, ( In the last timeslot, the amounts of the remaining energy at the relay is
The time l  that l B is sent to the destination by l E is the solution of 
, it indicates that the relay harvesting energy limits the optimal power allocation. But even the source harvesting energy is all used to send data in the last timeslot, the transmission completion time doesn't change. So we set ( ) ( 1)( )
TT  , and the optimal policy is
Hence, t  can be given of (7) as:
The optimal power allocation algorithm is denoted as Algorithm I in Table I .
In the 3rd line of Algorithm I, n i and n j are calculated according to Algorithm II in Table II. (12), (13), (14) and (15) Update n i and n p by (7) and (8) 
19. end if 20. 
end for 10.
for 
IV. CONSIDERING THE PEAK POWER LIMIT
In this section, we consider the power output capability of the source and relay. Assuming that the peak power limits of the source and relay are max S P and max R P , and then the allocated power should satisfy:
In Appendix, we prove that in the optimal allocation strategy, the allocated power must monotonically increase. After considering the peak power limit, we can still prove this conclusion in a similar manner. Meanwhile, ( ) ( ( )) ( ( 1)) 
S S R rd sr
When the peak power limit is not reached, we can solve the problem (5) with the peak power limit according to Algorithm 1. When the peak power limit is reached, we can obtain max max 
S sr rd R P h h P according to the allocated power monotonically increases. Therefore, before the last timeslot, we have:
( 1) ( )( )
In the last timeslot, the source can be allocated power according to the above method. But the relay must use all remaining energy to forward the received data so that the transmission completion time can be minimized. Then, we can let:
RR ll
Up to now, the optimal power allocation is completed.
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the numerical results of the proposed algorithm are presented, and the proposed algorithm is compared with the maximum capacity transmission algorithm to explain that optimization power allocation is necessary. The simulation parameters mainly refer to [7] . Assuming that both links are in two orthogonal frequency bands, with the same bandwidth 1MHz Table III . Meanwhile, we temporarily do not consider the power output capability of each node so that the power change points can be easily seen. Fig . 5 shows the curves of the source harvesting energy and consumed energy among different algorithms, and the slope of the consumed energy curve denotes the allocated power of the source. From the figure we can see that the proposed algorithm has two power change points because of the causality constraints of the source harvesting energy, which are in the 13-th and 15-th timeslots. The time to transmit all data to the relay is 18.8ms . The source harvesting energy isn't all used up, because the relay harvesting energy limits the optimal power allocation in the last timeslot. It's clear from the figure that the consumed energy amounts of the proposed algorithm always are less than the maximum capacity transmission algorithm. Meanwhile, the maximum capacity transmission algorithm is finished earlier than the proposed algorithm, which does not mean that the time that the maximum capacity transmission algorithm transmits all data to the destination is shorter than the proposed algorithm. On the contrary, the data not all can be sent to the destination because the relay harvesting energy has been all used up, and the system doesn't have the ability to continue data transmission. Fig. 7 shows the curves of the relay harvesting energy and consumed energy among different algorithms. From the figure we can see that the proposed algorithm has two power change points due to the causality constraints of the relay harvesting energy, which are the 2nd and 17-th timeslots. The time to transmit all data to the destination is 19.8ms T 
. Similarly, the consumed energy amounts of the maximum capacity transmission algorithm always are more than the proposed algorithm. The incoming data at the source node Proposed algorithm The maximum capacity transmission algorithm 6 shows the curves of the incoming data and transmitted data among different algorithms. From the figure we can see that the proposed algorithm has two power change points due to the causality constraints of the incoming data at the source, which are the 4-th and 8-th timeslots. Before the 10-th timeslot, the transmitted data amounts of the maximum capacity transmission algorithm are more than the proposed algorithm. After -maximum capacity transmission algorithm are less than the proposed algorithm. Especially in the 18-th timeslot, i.e., in the 19-th timeslot of the relay, the data not all can be sent to the destination because the relay harvesting energy has been all used up, from which we can know the necessity to optimize power allocation.
In the above we give only one implementation of the simulation to verify the feasibility of the algorithm. Now, we give the simulation results that are averaged over randomizations of the simulation parameters. Assuming that the harvested energy of the two nodes in each timeslot is uniformly distributed between 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies a power allocation problem by minimizing the transmission completion time for an energy harvesting relay wireless network. According to the queue lengths of data and harvested energy, the algorithm jointly optimizes the power allocation of the two nodes limited by the causality constraints of data and harvested energy. The algorithm considers the energy harvesting relay. Moreover, the power allocation in the last timeslot is respectively discussed from the source harvesting energy constraint and the relay harvesting energy constraint. Simulation results verify that the power optimization sometimes is necessary in energy harvesting relay wireless networks, and the proposed algorithm can minimize the transmission completion time.
APPENDIX
We can transform the problem (5) Pi in the latter half of the 11-th timeslot. Then, we will prove the necessity and sufficiency of (7) and (8) P i P i h h  . First, we will prove the necessity that the optimal allocation strategy must satisfy (7) and (8) . Assuming that the optimal allocation strategy satisfies (7) and (8) 
It is more than the total amount of the data in the source before the '-th n i timeslot, and this strategy is infeasible.
